Make sure that any and all items on shelf are stable and secure at all times.

1. Prior to opening bed, remove any items taller than approx. 12”.

   Remove back cushions.

   To store the cushions or bedding under seat, lift sofa seat from back edge and pull forward for Nuovoliola. Lift sofa seat from bottom front edge for Swing.

   If you have a coffee table, push table against sofa. DO NOT STAND ON TABLE! If you cannot reach shelf, move table aside.

2. Grasp the handle located in the middle of the shelf and pull with one hand, while supporting the top of the bed frame with the other as you walk backwards, allowing the bed frame to descend under control.

3. Make sure to support the bed frame with both hands for the entire descent until the shelf is firmly resting on the floor.

   It may be necessary to gently push down on the bed frame for the final few inches.

4. Release the two mattress straps by squeezing the center of the clasp.

   Tuck the straps under the mattress.

5. Sleep!
1. **Remove pillows** and **tuck bedding in** on all sides around mattress.

   *Close both mattress straps around the bedding.*

2. **Stand in the middle of the bed,** **grasp front edge** of bed frame and lift.

   *Continue to lift bed frame as you walk forward toward wall.*

   *Push bed frame into structure until the bed frame is completely vertical.*

   *Replace cushions.*

---

1. **To adjust the backrest** of the Swing chaise, **pull forward** on the upholstered shelf of the chaise until you hear a “click”, then **adjust to the position** of your choice.

   *To return the support, pull forward until you hear the “click”, then push back to horizontal position.*

2. **To pull out or push in the chaise** on the Swing, **remove the back cushion** first. You can then easily extend or retract the chaise without friction.

---

**NOTE:** Your Nuovoliola and Swing are designed so that most bedding can remain on the bed when closed. If you experience difficulty closing the bed, your bedding might be too thick.

Your Nuovoliola and Swing Sofa/Bed system is designed to provide a lifetime of comfort and function. They are two of 40+ bed systems designed and made in Italy by Clei, the global leader in transforming furniture for more than 50 years.